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Chapter 1 

The Prophecy 

The night was cold and dreary, the full moon light lit up the land pitifully. You could hear a 
small rustling as the night dawned on the burrow was full of rabbits sleeping quietly. The burrow 
lay in the moor where there was small and little protection against the harsh wind the moor 
brought upon them. There were two bucks that snuck out of the Borrow late at night.  

"c'mon! we can't miss this Hawkflight!" said the first little rabbit.  

"This is going to be SO good I'm telling' you Lightfoot!" said Hawkflight as they scurried out 
of the borrow.  "There! There our target Hawkflight!" said Lightfoot. "dude" said Hawkflight. "Why 
would we prank that BIG nonhopper?" 

 "I mean he's got a big fat dog in that place where there's grass behind there little cave 
thingy whatever that’s called. “No!" said Lightfoot  

"There!" "OOHHHHH! Yeah let’s do it! they went to sneak up on a rabbit that was named 
Kickfoot. He was one of their fighters that defended their borrow. Hawkflight and Lightfoot were 
known for being pranksters. They have Pranked rabbits all over there borrow. They even dared to 
prank a nonhopper one time! That did NOT go so well. One of the nonhoppers pulled out a metal 
stick and it made a chick-chick BOOM chick-chick BOOM. Hawkflight an Lightfoot NEVER Pranked a 
nonhopper again. And these guys were Orphans. Their parents died at a borrow attack by other 
rabbit's. Hawkflight was a new born when Lightfoot was twenty sunlights old. They were the only 
survivors. Lightfoot and Hawkflight were found by the leader of the borrow they are in now. 
Blindeye. So he took them in and raised them as his own.  

"Lets do this!" said Hawkflight. As they kicked dirt in Kickfoots sleeping place.  

"Hey!" said Kickfoot. "Tehe he he!" chuckled Lightfoot."Arghhhhhhhhhrrrra!!" yelled Kickfoot.  

"Uhoh, run!" yelled Hawkflight. They ran as fast as they could from Kickfoot as he chased 
them from place to place waking all the rabbits up.  

"Morning!" said Hawkflight as he ran for dear life. The rabbit he said hi to looked at them 
with confusion. Then he saw Kickfoot chasing them.  

"GET BACK HERE YOU LITTLE CHEESE BRAIN!" yelled Kickfoot. Soon they outran Kickfoot as 
he stopped for breathing. "I'LL GET YOU SOONER OR LATER YOU LITTLE RASCALS!!!!!! Yelled 
Kickfoot. "In the Nosebleeds, ha!" Whisper shouted Lightfoot. 

Chapter 2 

THAT IS ENOUGH! Lightfoot and Hawkflight froze they both new who that voice belonged 
to. Blindeye came out of his hole.  



"Why does this happen every morning of every day?" said Blindeye. "We’re sorry Blindeye!" said 
Hawkflight.  

"This is your excuse every day! I don't believe it this time! You shall never prank our defenders ever 
again! You understand?" Hawkflight and Lightfoot nodded as Blindeye turned to leave. Five 
minutes later they came across an older rabbit called a geezer as it laid on the ground.  

I CAN'T HELP IT!! Whisper shouted Lightfoot. "We have to do it!"  

"I know but- Hawkflight was interrupted by the geezer mumbling. "The sky will turn black and foes 
all over the land will attack this burrow." said the elder soon after he died. 

                                                        Chapter 3 

"What was that all about?" Said Hawkflight.  

"Dunno. probably just some ancient boring prophecy" said Lightfoot.  

"Attention! please stay calm! report to the gathering Immediatly!" said an announcer "or not," 
whispered Lightfoot. "You think its true Lightfoot? Is it really happening?"  

"No!" said Lightfoot "I'm sure there's some logical explanation for this stuff" 

"I sure hope so" said Hawkflight as they walked to the gathering. Blindeye came to the highrock.  

"I have called you all here because there are some outsiders coming for us." Blindeye's subject 
Redfang stood with him saying "My scouts have made sure no invaders are getting close to our 
territory markings as you know. Today we found some invaders coming in."  

"Can that old guy tell the future or something!?!? " whispered Lightfoot. “So I call Lightfoot and 
Hawkflight to the stand," said Blindeye. Hawkflight and Lightfoot walked to the highrock. "You 
guys will be defenders to our burrow. This means you need to get along with Kickfoot." said 
Blindeye. "But why would you need us two to be defenders?" Blindeye hesitated. "We need two 
more defenders because we lost two defenders." 

                                                        Chapter 4 

Gasps went all over the crowd. "We lost Fiveclaw and Eightcloud," said Redfang.  

"Oh how terrible!" and "the outsiders must pay!" rang through the crowd "Please stay calm before 
we start kicking some outsider butt we must have a funeral for these two brave Defenders." 

 "I like the name Guardians better," whispered Lightfoot.  

The next day at dawn Redfang woke Hawkflight and Lightfoot up for training. "You boys will fight 
for our burrow no matter what. Even if it means to the death!" instructed Redfang. (Gulp) went 
Lightfoot "You two will have a name for your Duo." Silence..."well?" asked Redfang.  



"Were the uhh... um...  the Guardian duo!" said Lightfoot. Redfang stared at Lightfoot like as if he 
ate his own dirt.  

"Did you just come up with that?" he said clearly annoyed. Lightfoot just stared at the ground 
studying the patch of blades of grass on the side of his right foot.  

"Yeah maybe," he mumbled, embarrassed. Hawkflight kept silent and licked his side to avoid 
attention.                                                                         

      Chapter 5 

After training, Hawkflight and Lightfoot went to sit and watch the sun set. Blindeye went to go sit 
by them.  "Tired?" asked Blindeye.  

"A little," said Hawkflight and Lightfoot at the same time. "Can I ask you something, Blindeye?" said 
Hawkflight. "Sure" said Blindeye.  

"Why did you choose us? Why not choose someone older and more mature?" Blindeye sighed. 
"When I heard about the death of Fiveclaw and Eightcloud, I was very sad. Then I heard two rabbits 
running from Kickfoot. When I saw you out ran him, I knew you two could run from foes as long as 
you want. And I knew you could defend our burrow just like when i first found you!" "We fought the 
foes that killed our parents?" asked Lightfoot.  

"Yup! I saw you guys defend yourself from a rabbit!  Ten minutes later he was knocked out!" 
explained Blindeye. "I guess we ARE Pretty tough and fast huh?" boasted Lightfoot. Blindeye 
chuckled a little. "I'm glad to have you two." "We’re glad to have you too... Dad," said Lightfoot and 
Hawkflight. 

                                                               Chapter 6 

The next day, Hawkflight and Lightfoot went hunting for flowers and grass for their burrow  

"Blech! This stuff is SO gross!  Flowers are so much better than this!" complained Lightfoot, spitting 
out green blotches which used to be grass. "It’s better than nothing, and besides, its good stuff!" 
said Hawkflight "and besides it’s, for the geezers."  

"No wonder the geezer that said the future died. Do you not realize I’ve had diarrhea since 60 
sunlights ago?!" said Lightfoot. When they heard rustling in the bushes.  

"Oh no," mumbled Hawkflight. “RUN!” said Lightfoot. It was another Rabbit. 
“RRRRRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGH!” it said. "huhuhuh this guy huhuhuhuh is 
really ugly huhuhuh." said Lightfoot as he ran to the burrow.  

He was gaining on Hawkflight. "NO!" yelled Hawkflight. RAGHGHGHGHGH! Blindeye kicked his face 
before he bit Hawkflight. “I'll get you sooner or later... Blindeye,” said the stranger with a scar on 
his face. "Try me Wolveclaw!” yelled Blindeye. And with that, Wolveclaw turned to leave. "Who was 
that?" asked Hawkflight. Blindeye sighed, "That was my greatest foe I have."  

To be continued... 


